Copy for Great Escape Spanish
Have you always wanted to broaden your horizons by learning Spanish but
think only children quickly and easily “soak up” the language? Think again!
You’re now better equipped to master Spanish
in far less time and effort than when you were a kid…
…in just a few minutes a day
Our breakthrough mind techniques provide a fun, easy and relaxing way to
help your adult brain learn Spanish fast like it’s child’s play!
No drills and memorizing – no confusing and boring grammar –
no classrooms – no tests – no stress – and virtually no effort
Speak Spanish confidently in only one day, no matter your age – guaranteed
You’d love to travel to Spain, Mexico or Peru and explore the beautiful scenery and
ancient cities, eat delicious food and chat to the locals…but you worry it’s too hard
and time-consuming for your adult brain to learn Spanish effectively and quickly.
But the truth is, you CAN “soak up” Spanish better and faster than a kid – and
have fun while you’re doing it.
As an adult, you already have everything you need to learn Spanish far more quickly
and easily than most kids.
That’s because you’re already fluent in your native language.
Studies by linguistic researchers and educational psychologists show adults have
better learning skills because they’ve already mastered their native tongue, unlike
children.
That means you can recognize language patterns and use your knowledge far better
than kids. Once you’ve mastered one language, it’s easier to master another.
And that’s not all…
You already know Spanish…you just don’t realize it
Unlike most kids, you have a wide vocabulary in English. This means you already
“know” 100s of Spanish words – you just don’t realize it!
Take the words cereal, dental, animal, festival, hospital, natural, color, control,
parasol…they’re Spanish words too! You’ll be surprised at how many you know.
And very soon you’ll be able to put those words into conversations – in just one day.
All you need is to be fluent in Spanish is 3,000 words! That’s not a lot of words.
Expand your world and mind with Spanish
Imagine lying on a beach in Cancun… Belize…. Barcelona…. Andalucía …soaking
up the sunshine while you read the local paper, then strolling over to a restaurant for
a long lunch. You order your delicious meal with ease and chat to the waiter. He’s
delighted you speak his language and he tells you about a great place off the beaten

track, only known to the locals…You decide to rent a car and drive along the coast to
visit this hidden gem…
On top of expanding your horizons, learning a new language as an adult is the
perfect way to expand your IQ and keep your brain healthy for many years to come,
especially if you use techniques that are fun, enjoyable and relaxing – just like the
ones we’re offering you in Great Escape Spanish.
Learn Spanish like it’s “child’s play”
Even if you’ve tried – and failed – to learn Spanish in the past, Great Escape Spanish
will enable you to speak confidently in only one day.
Our breakthrough mind techniques put the power of play back into adult language
learning. There are no classrooms, no repetitions or drills or dull grammar…that’s
just not how your brain learns a language in an easy, fast, stress-free and relaxed
way…and the 13,000 adults who tested our program agree!
We’ve combined the best of linguistic and learning research with ancient techniques
that use patterns, music and simple meditation to produce our groundbreaking
program.
So instead of struggling over grammar or repeating lists of words, you’ll listen to
calming music that helps prime your brain for language absorption and energizing
music that helps your memory. Instead of poring over worksheets you’ll learn simple
meditation techniques that’ll make Spanish stick in your brain.
All you need to do is relax in the comfort of your home and watch the videos, look
through your one-day workbook and do 15 minutes of guided relaxation
exercises morning and evening for a month – what could be easier?
Great Escape Spanish helps you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prime your memory
Energize your mind each morning, ready for learning
Relax your mind at bedtime to absorb Spanish quickly and effortlessly
Pick a fun learning routine that suits you and your needs
Focus on the most useful Spanish words for you, using patterns and words
you already know.
Learn language hacks that make it possible for you to speak with confidence
in a single day - guaranteed.
Enjoy a more relaxing, stress-free and fulfilled life.

So, start learning Spanish today and enjoy the many benefits speaking another
language can bring to your life.
Get ready to start speaking Spanish today!

